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GENETIC AND EWIONMENTAL DIFFERENCES 
IN IMPORTANT ECONOMIC TRJT3 OF 

CROSSBRED SHEEP IN SPRING 
LAMB PRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTI ON 

The dissimilarity of our many breeds of sheep Is 

strIkin and noticeably obvious even to the casual 

observer, All of them, thouh of relatively recent 
origin, arose by the same process of choosin; certain 
combinations of characters from the enera1 inheritance 
pattern which makes animals alike, or as tho case may be, 

unlike. Our breeds decerided from an heterogeneous mix- 

ture of sheep types arid az yet we have purified them 

mostly for their less Intrinsically valuable traits, 
many of them bein the only characters which do 

differentiate the breeds. 
It was the purpose of many of the breed associations 

at the time of their inception to foster the idetìfica- 

tion of' superior individuals as well as to promote their 
breeds, Nevertrieless, many liave deviated from their 
purpose to one of establishing and maintaining aesthetic 
characters at the expenso of utility. The incorporation 
of the non-utility traits as primary criteria in breed- 
in prorrams has attenuated the purifying of those 
traits which mean dollars and cents to the commercial 

man. Much of the early breed promotion work was based 

on superficialities largely perhaps because the real 
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basis for anina1 improvement was unknown. 3reeds were 

evaluated in ternis of a few superlative accomplishments 

rather than in terms of their actual merit. 

The rapid rate at which the so-called purebreds 

debenerate in the hands of unskilled breeders is evidence 

enouh that purity, in such breeds, has not been attained 
in many of the traits which determine their utility. None 

the less, we must pay tribute to the efforts of the 
breeders of purebreds for havin, built for us a marvelous 

array of models on which to improve and develop livestock 
which will be notable both frori an aesthetic and utili- 

tartan view. 

Breedin, at most, is an art to be learned only by 

practise, but a knowledge of the principles which accel- 
erate or lessen its progress furnishes the only firm 
basis for its practise. The rules-of-thumb methods 

which have heretofore provided the basis for improvement 

of livestock have been expensive and slow, and many of 
them must pass into discard. 

We are lon, past the point at which our' concepts 
and applications of livestock breeding need new approaches 
and now techniques. It was written by Ritzman and Daven- 

port (7)4, p.3), as early in the development of formal 
enetics as 1920, "that methods of a more analytical 

character must someday become the basis of animal 



breodin, a they have become the basis of plant breeding, 

soil culture, industrial chemistry, and. other economic 

fields of endeavor, seems beyond question." Our breed- 

in prorLns must of necessity be based on sound genetic 

and physioloical principles and objective methods of 

measurements lest we lapse into a state of inertia or 

sta nation. 

Fortunately, in tbe past three decades a great deal 

of knowledGe has been accumulated concerning the corn- 

plexity of inheritance in livestock. Many of the con- 

foundin; factors which masked progress through use of 

hit-or-miss selection have been subdued. The inheritance 

of a majority of the traits which reflect economic value 

is quite different from and more complex than that of 

many of the aesthetic characters ;vhich can be catoorized 

into easily identifiable, qualitativo, discontinuous 

groups. Those characters which affect the production of 

meat and milk and wool are controlled by an indefinite 
number of genes of minor effect which do not arrange 

themselves in such obvious groups, but express them- 

selves in a quantitative manner. Furthermore, they aro 

subject in their expression to the effect of such environ- 
mental factors as climatic fluctuations, food supply and 

disease. An animal's appearance is flot necessarily a 

direct reflection of his transmitting ability. 
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Genetically speaking, the correlation between the animalt s 

pn.enotype and genotype may vary. The genotype remains 

staLic, but the effect of external agencies on total ex- 
presston does vary. Where such a situation exists, the 

measurement of breeding worth becomes a problem too 

difficult for rules of thumb to evaluate. An excellent 
example of environmental effects is evident in every day 

sheep liusbandry where lambs are born as twins, or born to 
young ewes not yet capable of maximum production, or born 
late in the season rather than early. These lambs suffer 
a distinct disadvantage which some of the other lambs in 
the flock do not receive. Although the outward appearance, 
phenotype, suffers from these environmental influences the 
germ plasm does not, and yet such phenotypically inhibited 
animals are often ostracized and excluded from the breed- 
ing flock. Herein lies a major fault of rules of thumb 

and the lack of objective measurement. 

The methods develooed through integration of statis- 
tical methodoloy and enetic reazonin enable us to 
measure the variation exhibited by animal phenotypes and 

to partition them into portions due to genetic causes and 
those due to nurture. Among the many parameters which 
statistical methodology furnishes us is that of genetic 
variation, upon which the possibilities of changing a 

population through selection depend. These methods are 



being employed quite extensively in poultry production 

and to a lesser extent with larger animals. They are 

the sane underlying methods which foxned the basis for 

plt improvement, and will be of &reat use to us with 

sheep and cattle when we are willing to set aside our 

laziness or conservativism and are willing to supplement 

the familiar methods with the new approaches. 

We are not bound in commercial practises, however, 

to achieve purity of utility traits but may use the 

genetic variability in any manner which is to our ad- 

vantage. Through crossing various breeds or strains 

within breeds several objectives may be accomplished; 

correct deficiencies of either breed or strain, utilize 

bound variation throu ' h crossing, or utilize genie inter- 

actIons - of dominant or epistatic nature - which may 

occur. Thus it is possible to combine different genetic 

sources of metabolic and physiological pattern, maternal 

effects, body form and environmental adaptability to 

obtain an individual of maximum utility, or should we 

say optimum phenotype. Perhaps eventually our breed im- 

provement will be based on the ability to outcross with 

specific breeds for producing a certain product for a 

particular market demand. 

A characteristic of which we must never lose sight 

is the capability of animals to cope with the immediate 



environment. The development of the shoep breeds took 

place under a 1aro variety of topographical climatic 
and fora;o conditions and each breed is not necessarily 
adapted to produce optimally in every environment. These 

ene tic..envìronmental inter ac tions are certainly utili zod 

in sheep husbandry where varyin amounts of emphasis are 

placed on the production of meat or wool, and thus 

different breeds are used in different localities, de- 
pending on oxistin conditions. 

The object of this study was to compare the connner- 

cial value of various breed crosses of sheep in a specific 
environment, the Willarnette Valley of Qreon. Its pur- 
pose was to mea'ure enotic differences between various 
breed crosses in characters which reflect dollars and 

cents ta the producer of spring lambs. The coal of the 
sprin. lamb producer, needless to say, is to produce a 

lamb of such size, form and fatness to command top price 
on the existing market and to do this in such a manner 

as to fully utilize pastures and maintain costs at a 

minimum. 

Notwithstanding that this study was desined to 
study the economic merit of these breed crosses, it will 
yield information reardin the genetic and environ-s 
mental entities which influence the economic aspects. 



REVIiV OF LITERAVJ 

The production of spring lambs is a special type of 

enterprise which for success denunds breeding for the riht 

kind of lamb and poasess1n succulent, h1h1y nutritive, 

cheap feed. The object la to provide, in lambs, a con 

tinuous fast rate of growth from birth to slaughter weigh t 

arid simultaneously to produce a sufficient anount of fat 

to suit the public'a demand. An underatanding of the 

factors which influence the development and growth of 

sheep will initiate ideas as to what changes in the 

selection arid rnanaernent systemz will minimize influences 

which reduce production efficiency. In order to integrate 

the findings of this thesis with those of other workers a 

review of pertinent literature is presented. It is 

cateorized for convenience trito various subheadings to 

avoid discontinuity. 

Growth Changes in Relation to Lamb Production 

Growth of animals is the basis of meat production. 

For otu' purpose of definition, growth is an increase in 

live weight (31, p.LQ). It is a well known fact that as 

an animal grows older trowth velocity decreases. The 

most economical gains are therefore nade when animals are 

very young (9, p.!99), 

Rato of growth is determined genetiesily according to 



3onsma (7, p.73), Dahmen and k3ogart (19, 23p.) and Knapp 

and Clark (L19, pp,17L,.-i8i), however Its expres1on is 

subject to environmental modification. Furthermore, 

certain breeds aro more apt to produce fat at an early 

age ti-jan otherE. Wei:ht at slauhter a.e is dependent 

uPon rowth rate, whereas market grade is determined 

largely by finish. Hirzel, cited by onsma (7, p.13), 

maintains that it is not so much the actual weiht as the 

relation between bone, muscle arid fat that is important. 

It Is a combination of these factors end some emphasis 

on wool that dictates the preference of various shespmen 

for different breeds of mutton sheep. Often these pre- 

ferences ars based on empericisni or tradition rather than 

on the particular breed's ability to grow, fatten and 

produce wool. 

liankths and Titus (31, p,Lj$3) asserted 'whoreas the 



growth and development, stated that hereditary breed 

differences In attaining maburity In respect to skeletal, 

muscular and fat development will determine the su1tabi1tt 

of particular breeds to different nutritional and environ- 

tnentI conditions for production of fat lambs. arnmond 

arid Murray (28, pp.233-2!9) contended that there appears 

to be, for every breed, an optimum carcass weiht at which 

the fat, muscle and bone are in right proportion. Never- 

theless, the market imposes a weight-maximum restriction 

with which some breeds cannot cope because their weight 

is too groat when their condition becomes adequate. 

hammond (27, p.307) was of the opinion that early maturity 

can be obtained in the proportion of meat to bone without 

reducing the size of animals. 

The end point of lamb production is the carcass, or 

further yet its cuts, however, for the iamb producer the 

end point is the time when the lamb goes to market. The 

factors which determine income from lamb ìt marketing time 

are the sale weight (in this case weaning wei.ht), con- 

dition or fatness and perhaps body form or conformation, 



From an interest ai 

the production per 

weight of ewe bred 

(88, p.27). 

krfect of Heredity 

an Lamb Production 

The magnitude 

IIj 

d investment 8tandpoint, nevertheless, 

ew. bred or the production per hundred- 

provides the most efficient estimate 

,jnvironment and Their Interactions 

of within-breed heritability estimates 

of lamb weaning weights varies from .08 reported by Hazel 

and Terril? (38, pp.370-377) to .l.2 reported by Nelson 

and Ven Katachalem (E4, pp.607-óOS). Estimates within 

this range arid chiefly in the neighborhood of .30 have 

been reported by Terrill and Hazel (82, p.358), Hazel 

and Terrill (3L, pp.3L7-358), (38, pp.37O377), Karam, 

Chapman and Pope (L6, pp.lL4..8-l6L) and Morley cited by 

Karam, et al. (14k, pp.iLß-i6Li. Likewise, heritability 

estimates of O, .12 and .30 have been cited for calf 

weaning weights by Knapp and Nordskog (L8, pp,62-70). 

Hazel and Terrill (38, pp,37O.u377) reported heritability 

estimates of .32 for Corriedale, .16 for Columbia and 

.08 for Tariiee lambs indicating a difference between 

breeds in the extent to which environment and heredity 

influence weaning weights, blunn (, pp.306-310) in- 

dicated that l!.2 percent of the total variation ex- 

hibited by Navajo lambs was due to year differences while 

among Navajo crossbred lambs it was 37.1k. percent, hence 

u 
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po1nt1n out differences In enviroriniental adaptability. 
}íjs data indicated a breed-year Interaction which further 
showed a difference in breed response to environment. 

Neale (E2, 26p.) workin with rande lambe in New exico 

again found breed-year interactions. He declared that 
Raìnpshire-cros lamb weights varied directly with feed 

conditions and to a greater extent than did Rabouillet 
lamb weights. 

Generally speaking, the reported estimates of the 

heritability of condition score within breeds have boon 

low. They do show, however, that differences do exist 
between breeds in their inherent ability to fatten. 
hazel and Terril? (36, pp.5-6l) found the heritability 
of condition score to be .OL. for Rambouillet lambs under 

Idaho ran e conditions, and they (38, pp.370-377) re- 

ported estimates of .13, .31 and .3Ì4. for Coluìthia, 

Targhee and Corriedale lambs, in that order. 
breed Comparisons in Lamb Production 

The literature reveals a promiscuous array of theep- 
cross comparisons. Each of these was devoted to testing 
sheep under specific environmental conditions. General- 
izations regarding the producin' abilities of various 
breeds can be made on the basis of these comparisons. 

ihe superiority of crossbreeding for lamb production 
was reported by 1iller and Dailey (60, pp.J62-L.68) of 
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i1innosota. In a comparison of purebred Columbia, Hampshire 

and Shropshire ewes and all possible crosses of these 

breeds there was a 19-pexcent increase th lamb per hundred- 

we1t of ewe In favor of the erossbrods. The crossbrede 

also scored hiher in condition. These authors suggested 

that the increase in weight of lamb por ewe was due to 

heterosis in lambing percentage and 1ab survival. Carter 

and Henning (114., p.1023) were unable to demonstrate 

heterosis in birth weights, however. 

Rambouillet ewes, when used in crossing, produced 27 

percent more pounds of iamb at 114O days than did straight 

bred Shropshire ewes mated to Shropahire rams according to 

Miller and Dailey (6O, pp.)62-L68). Greatest produetion 

from Rambouillet ewes was realized from Border Leicester 

sires, followed bj the Columbia, Oxford and Hampshire 

breeds which exceeded the Shropshire sires by 20 percent. 

Cheviot sired laibs were small at weaning, but were easy 

to raise, had good livability, and were well finished. 

Miller (59, 32p,) used rams of six breeds on Ram 

boulilet ewes. Suffolk sired lambs were heaviest at 

weaning, followed by Hampshire and Shropshire, in that 

order, then Roniney, Rambouillet and Southdown were equal, 

Nevertheless, the Southdown rams sired the fattest lambs, 

while komney and flamboulilet sires had the least percent 

age of marketable lambs. Lambs from Homney x Rambouillet 



ewes were inferior both in weicht and condition to those 

from straight-run Ramboulliet ewes. Neale (62, 26p,) 

observed Ronney-cross lambs to be very slow matur1n, 

prt1cu1ar1y under relatively adverse forae conditions. 

Ronmoy sires produced pounds less lamb per ewe bred 

than did Columbia sires, Grandstaff (4, p.Lj.78) attested, 

in Kentucky, Hampshire ewes produced lambs which 

gained rapidly and were ready for market at sn earlier 

ae than any others. Cheviot lambs grew nxre rapidly than 

the Southdowns and produced a good quality carcass. The 

Cheviot ewes were hardy and were ood mothers (Li, 60p.). 

According to onsma (7, p.29), in South Africa, the 

highest quality lamb was produced from Border Leicester- 

Merino x 3outhdown cross, The Border Leicester-Mortho 

ewe possessed greater size, hybrid vigor, higher fertility 

and superior milking qualities especially when coripared 

to the ierino ewe. The Southdown rams were capable of 

siring lambs which were fat at four to five months of age. 

As a concluding staternent, Neale (62, 26p.) asserted 

that in order to obtain advantage in feeder lamb weights 

it was necessary to use rams which were larger than the 

ewes. Such a ease would be more applicable to range 

conditions in the production of feeder lambs; still, 

with maturing qualities being considered tIre contention 

may well apply to spring lamb production. 



ing, kiernmond (29, lOp.) wrote that 'the Suffolk breed Is 

unique for it combines early maturity, good milking 

qualities and high fertility te a marked degree." Burns 

and Johnston (io, 28p.) observed higher birth and weaning 

weights, greater survival and a greater percantae of 

marketale lambs sired by Suffolka than by Hampshire rams. 

The excellence of Southdown rams as getters of 
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In similar finish and thus are worth a htgher price az 

live lambs, In the carcass and in retail trade." South 

down-cross lanths had the highest appraised value per 

hundreciwe1ht of any of the breeds compared by huitz, 
Gorman and Wheeler (Lj.2, 20p.). 
elation of birth 1eiLht, Survival Weaning Weight and 

Subsequent Growth 

Bonsma (7, p.78) found that crossbred lambs had a 

sinificant dvantae in live weight st 12 and 18 weeks 

when compared with straiht-bred Merinos. He found no 

difference in relative rowth but that the crossbred 
lambs maintained the advantae in weiht established at 
time of birth. On the basis of equal birth wei4its no 

breed differences were established, Don1d and McLean 

(22, pp497-519) reported a correlation of ..95 between 

birth weight and 70-day weight; still, they found a 

difference in correlation of birth and weaning weiblits of 

.7 and for En1ish Leicester and outhdown lambs, 

respectively, denoting different relative growth rates. 
It may have been that the measurements were taken when the 
Southdown lambs were maturing and the Leicesters merely 
¿rowing. Cadmus (13, 20p.) found that each pound in- 
crease of birth weijt above the mean will result in 2.5 

to 3.5 pounds increase above the mean woi:ht at 20 weeks 

dependin on the breed. Fhillips and Dawson (67, pp.296-306) 



noticed that each pound increase in birth weight was 

associated with L.3 pOUfld8 Increased weight at three months. 

eard1n ractors which affect birth weicht per se, 

Hammond (30, p.9S) asserted that the size and strength of 

lambs at birth can be affected by the state of nutrition of 

the ewe during the second halt of pronancy. The work 

of Phtiiip (66, 19p.) deuimnstrated that 32 percent of 

the lambs which weighed under 6 pounds at birth die soon 

after, and that single and twin lambs of the same size 

at birth have an equal chance for survival. 

Dawson, Phillips and Liack (20, pp.27-257) working 

with beef cattle found correlations of -.8 between birth 

weight and ae at 500 pounds, and -.62 between birth 

weit and ae at 900 pounds. Dabmen and Bogart (19, 23p.) 

found that l8 of the variation in economy of sains In 

beef calves was due to birth weight variations, and that 

the correlation óf birth weicht and economy of gains 

was .L.2. Donsrna (7, p.93) reported a correlation of 

.)4O8 between birth and l2.*week weights of lambs. Hammond 

and Appleton (27, p.8?) found a .52 correlation of 20- 

week weit with 1-week weit of lambs, and a higher 
correlation still of weIht at ôi weeks With weight at 20 

weeks. High correlations of weights early in life on 

subsequent weibhts also have been reported in sheep by 

Henning and Kean (Lü, p.l3), Terril? (80, pp.333-3L0) 
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and Phillips (66, 19p.); in cattle by Knapp and Clark 

(L.9, pp,17i.-181) and Koger and Knox (52, 76O767). 

Krider arid his associates (53, pp.3-15) working with 

pigs in Illinois found that the heritability of weight 

increased from 5 percent at birth to 21f. percent at 

weaning. 

Nelson and Ven Katachalam (6L., pp.6O76O8) found the 

heritability of lamb birth weiht to be .33. Chapman and 

Lush (16, pp.Lf73-L.7E3) reported that 25 to 30 percent of 

the variance in birth weight was genetic. Estimates for 

birth weight heritability in beef cattle have been found 

to be .22 by Burns and Blunn (11, pp.3L.-L.l); .23, .L2 

and .314W by Knapp and Nordekog (148, pp.62-70); and .Li$ 

and 1.0 by Gregory, lunn baker (26, pp.336'3L4$), 

It seers unreasonable that birth weight should be 100 

percent heritable a stated by the latter author since 

so many sources of variation could exert an outward 

influence on birth weight. 

Lush, Hetzer and Culbertson (57, pp,329-3l3) claimed 

that 7.0 percent of the birth weight variance among pigs 

was de to sires, This was in accord with Kincaid (L7, 

pp.152-156) who reported that 7.8 percent of lamb birth 

weight variation was due to breed of sire. Eonsrna (7, 

p.14.B) attested that genetically, the birth weight of 



hereditary size arid earliness of maturity. 
Helation of Weiht of Darn to Production 

)ona1d and a cLean (22, pp.97-519) found that heavy 

ewes produce heavy lambs. Bonsrna (7, p.L.8) stated that 
24 percent of the variation in Lirth weight of lambs was 

due to variation in ewe weicht. Hammond (27, p.3) 

supports this contention by writing that the darn has more 

influence in corìtro11in size at birth than does the ram. 

i3onsrna 7, p.72) further extended that 25 percent of the 

variation in milk yield of ewes within breeds is due to 
body weight differences. lie reported a correlation of 

.317 between tot1 ni1k yield and birth weight of lambs. 
In summary he stated that "improved efficiency of food 

utilization by individual ewes resulted in higher intr'&. 

uterine nutrition and heavier lambs at birth, and no 

doubt in improved development of manrnary gland tissue. 
the association is a result of the same physiological 
functionin responsible for feed utilization efficiency 
whether before or after birth of larnbs. 

Terrill and Stoehr (81, pp.221-228), of the United 

States Sheep Breeding Experiment Station, asserted that, 
within brEeds, ewes heavier as yearlings on the average 

weaned more pounds of lamb per ewe durIng their liC e- 
time regardless of breed. .idwell (7g, p.515) reported 
a repeatability of 21.7 percent for lamb production of 
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Navajo ewo. Koch (50, pp.768-77S) working with Montana 

beef cattle data found a repeatability of 52 percent for 
weanin weihts of calves from range cows. Perhaps 

bonsma' z feed efficiency-production efficiency hypothesis 

may be a permanent phenomenon. 

Relation of Age of Dam to Production 

Kincaid (L7, p.152-156) found an increase of .63 

of a pound in birth woiht of lamb for each increase of 

one year in ae of ewe. He observed the increase to be 

a linear one as did i3urris and Blurm (ii, pp.314.-14) in 

beef cattle. Bonsma likewise found an increase of .62 

of a pound in birth weight of a second lamb over 
that of her first, however he found no significance 
among subsequent lambs. Differences in weihts and 

condition scores of lambs produced by mature ewes and 

young ewes are reported, also, by Nelson and Ven 

Katachalarn (6L1, pp.607-608); Sidwell, Price and Grand. 

staff (76, pp.L.$5-t6i); Hazel (35, pp.21-25); and Hazel 

and Terrill (33, pp.331-3)4), (3L, pp.37-358), 

:pp.5-61) and (37, pp.318-325), In all cases there was a 

distinct advantae in favor of mature ewes. Koch (50, 

pp.765-775) declares that ae of darn affects calf weaning 

weights through changes in udder development, milking 
ability and ability of the darn to withstand the riors 
of environment. Eonsma (7, p.70) a.:ain agrees with 
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these £1ndtns. His data showed a siL;niflcant difference 

between the first ìnd second lactations in ewes, and that 

there wa a radua1 increase in successive lactations up 

to the fifth. Ewes in their fifth lactation produced 

83. percent more milk than they did in their first. 

Birth Tipe as an Environmental Factor 

Numerous workers have shown that type of birth (twins 

vs. singles) and rearing have a troendous effect on 

growth rates of lerribs. Range sheepmerì eneral1y run 

twins in bands separate from singles and afford them the 

better pastures. Stark(77, p.53) found that lambs born 

as singles are 20 percent heavier than twins. Hammond 

(27, p.27) similarly reported a 29-percent difference, 

arid Nelson and Ven Katachalam (6L, pp.607-608) 22-percent 

difference betwee.i weihts of singles and twins. Price, 

Sidwell and Grandataff (72, p.1029) found thatrpe of 

birth influenced weanling traits more than did any o 

the other environmental factors studied. Differences in 

favor of lambs born as singles are cited as 6.2 pounds at 

2 weeks by Kararn, Chapman and kope (!, p.606) under 

isconsin conditions; l3.I. by Hazel (35, pp.21-25); 6 

pounds and 11 pounds by hazel and Terrill (39, pp.332-388) 

and (37, pp.318.32S), respectively. Phillips and Dawson 

(68, lßp.) showed differences due to birth type even when 

weanin weights were adjusted for birth weights, 
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indicating that the 1mbs were not getting enough milk 

even thouh ewes nursing twins milk heavier than those 

with singles as was indicated by Wallace (86, p.112). 

Frico, et al. (71, pp.272-277) denoted that lL..3 

percent of the total variation among lamb con1ition scores 

was accounted for by birth type, Sidwell, Price and 

Grandstaff (76, pp.I.55-461) declared that singles scorea 

higher than twins. Hazel and Tornii (33, pp.331-314), 

also, reported a definite advantage in condition score 

for singles. Hammond (30, pp.9-lO8) claimed that whore- 

as singles attain their maximum growth rate during their 

first week, it is the fifth week before twins can supple- 

mont their milk diet enouh to grow maximally. 

Sex as an Environmental Factor 

The differences in maturity and growth rate which 

exist between the sexes impart an important environmental 

influence on the growth of animals and its evaluation. 

Dahnien and Bogart (19, 23p.) demonstrated that there are 

sex differences in rates and economy of gains in young 

beef animals. Bulls gained 2.3 pounds per day and 

heifors 2.0 pounds per day during test. urris and 

3ogart (12, ôp.) were able to show differences in the 

thyrotropic hormone content of the anterior pituitary 

glands of heifers and steers, and that heifers and steers 

injected with testosterone gained more rapidly end 



efficiently than controls. Differences in weaning wetbts 

of beef calvos In favor of te maies are reported by Koger 

and Knox (1, pp .15-19) and Koci , pp . 768-775) , and in 

birth weights between sexes by hirris and 1unn (II, pp.3Li- 

arid cawson, Phillips and Black (20, pp.2)47-257), again 

the bulls beine, heavier. Karam, Chapman and Pope (45, 

p.606) of \rdsconsin asserted that wothers were 3.5 pounds 

heavier than awe lambs at 2 weeks. Ham lambs were 8.3, 

10.8 and 134 pounds heavier at weaning than ewe lambs 

according toHazel and Terrill (33, pp.331-3)41), (37, 

pp.3l8-325) and hazel (3, pp.21-25), in that order, Sex 

differences at weaiin wore tb nificiant even when corrected 

for birth weights according to Phillips and Dawson (68, 

iSp.). 

hammond (27, p.50) presented evidence that ewes are 

earlier maturing than wethars. He continuos (p.110), 

however, that rams dress a higher percentage than ewes. 

Females are fatter than males at the same weight according 

to Verges (51, lIp.). At the Dotbois station (37, pp.318- 

325) and also under isoonsin conditions as observed by 

Karam and his associates U$, p.606) ewe lambs scored 

hib her in condition than did ram lnbs. 

Importance of Milk Production 

0f ali the factors affecting the growth rate of lambs, 

Hammond (30, p.96) claims that the milk supply of the ewe 

is the most important. onsrna (7, p.96) asserted that a 
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high level of milk ecretioa dur1ri, the first few weeks 

after lambing is of greater importance than peristancy 

In milk secretion. Gains are more hih1y correlated with 

milk yield during the first h5 days of lactation than 

later. He noticed a 50-percent difference In weiht 

increase In lambs from hih versus low milkproducin 

dams. allace (86, p.153), workin. with ewes of 1m1lar 

breeding and similar aes In an extrenely well controlled 

experiment observed 96 percent of the variation in a1ns 

from birth of lambs to 112 days of age to be due to 

differences in consumption of milk and supplemental feed. 

bonsma (7, p.65) summarized that individual selection for 

high milk production is more important than choice of 

breed, 



MATERIALE AND MIiTh 

Description of Data and Purpose for the Study 

The data employed in this study were taken from the 

files of the Oregon State College Sheep Improvement Prou. 

gram. The study embodies two years observations of 

øz'ossin breeds of sheep in n attempt to seek out adapt-. 

able breeds and breed crosses which have the Inherent 

ability of producing 1inb &'id wool in the commercial hill 

pasture areas of Western Oroon. It is based on 22L1. 

matings and the resu1tin 280 lambs. 

A major part of the commercial (non-purebred) sheep, 

which comprise at least 90 percent of Western 0reon 

sheep, produce a very 1iht clip of wool and an unsatis- 

factory percentage of slauhter lambs when compared to 

commercial flocks in the range areas of Eastern Oregon. 

Johnson and Nelson (L4, lop.) stated that a production 

increase of 2 pounds of wool and 10 pounds of lamb per 

head In this area is rot beyond the realm of possibility. 

The climate of the Li11amette valloy where these 

trials were conducted may be described as a mild sub-. 

coastal type with moist, open winters, an early growing 

season and a dry harvest season. The ecological condi- 

tians of Western Oregon are basically similar to the 

commercial hill lands of the British Isles. Grass 

generally commences to ¿row in early March and begins 
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to dry and mature in late June or early July, by h1ch time 

it is dssiraIe to have the lambs marketed grass fat. The 

pasture composition and weather conditions were thorouh1y 

described by MeLeroy (61, p.57) and Livingston (56, pp. 

13-30). In the quest for breeds to involve in those 

extended studios of sheep ecology, sheep research iien 

from other areas of the United Etstes and from the British 

Isles were asked to view the existing conditions. They 

advised that tarab1e 1andt sheep of the mut bon breeds be 

included but also that at least two and preferably three 

of the "hill type" sheep breeds used commercially in the 

British Isles be used in the study (L4, lOp.). 

A basic flock of 120 Lincoln x Rambouillet owes was 

available at the time of inception of the project in 

l9L6. They had been retained on the basis of thrift, 

lamb arid wool production arid body conformation, These 

ewes were divided into four groups, a Broup to be bred to 

good rams of each of t1e Roniney, Border Leicoster, Cheviot 

and Hampshire breeds, The Romney represented a more 

popular breed of sheep in bestem Oregon, the Border 

Leicoster a 1on-wool hill breed, the Cheviot a medium- 

woo]. hill breed, and the Hampshire a mutton breed, The 

limitation of money and space prolonged the development 

of owebreed crosses and hence the objective of the project 

over a seven year period. 



The oriina1 cross from the Lincoln x Ramboulliot 

ewe and by each of the ram breeds derived what will he 

termed the First.ero ewes. The breeding of these ewes 

was 25 Lincoln, 25 Ramboulliet and 5O of which ever 

ram breed (Hampshire, Border Lelcester, Cheviot or Romney) 

was their sire. I representative First-crøss ewe of each 

of the four breeds is shown in Figure 1, These First- 

cross ewes were then backorossed to rams of their res- 

pective sire breed to derive the Second-cross ewes. A 

representative ewe of each of the Second-cross breed 

;roups is shown in Fiure 2. These ewes in turn were 

of which ever breed of sire, 12% Lincoln nd 12 

Ramboullist. The period from 19L6 throu'h 1950 was 

devoted to deve1opin these crosses. it as oriina11y 

intended to compare the producing abilities of the First 

and Second-cross ewes, however, a two year age difference 

developed between them which could have ended ifl mis- 

interpretation of results (21, p.11), thus they se not 

compared in this the8is. A comparison of thé Tour ram 

breeds as sires of spring lambs was summarIzed by Nelson 

et al. (63, Lp,). 

The First and Second-cross ewes were outerossed 

during the fall of l95l and that of 192 to Suffolk and 

Southdown rams to determine the relativo value of such 

crosses for commeroial lamb production, The rams which 
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sired the 193 lamb crop are shown in Figure 3. The ewes 

wore allotted by use of random numbers tables to each of 

two ranis of the Suffolk and Southdown breeds by ae and by 

erosseB, Different rams were used in consecutive years so 

that the results might reflect a more accurate picture of 

the ram breed merit. 

The experiment was origthaiiy designed as a 2xLpd. 

factorial experiment, however the imposition of nult1pIe 

births and sexes as variables deemed necessary the use of 

a least squares method of fitting constants (i, pp.190-203 

and 278-281v). This method i8 desirable for application of 

analysis of variEnco to data where multiple classification 

with unequal numbers in the different subclasses is en- 

countered. The method consists in fitting constants for 

each of the independent variables which in this caso are 

the measurable environmental factors, the different breed- 

Ing groups and their Interactions. It is unique in that 

discontinuous variables are expressed as deviations from 

a mean while continuous variables are expressed as re- 

gressions representing the average chane in the dependent 

variate for each unit of chane in each of the independent 

variables. 

iecause of the forementioned confounding of ases 

and crosses, and because of having used different rams in 

consecutive years, the analyses were conducted within ages 



FIGURE 1 Representative Ewes of First Cross Hampshire (upper left), 
Border Leicester (upper right), Cheviot (lower left) and 
Romney (lower right) Breeding 
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FIGURE 3 Representative 
(below) Breeds. 
Lambs 

Rams of the Suffolk (above) the Southdowrx 
These Are the Rams which Sired the l93 
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and ith1n years. Differences between rams within breeds 

were not measured. herever possible, use has been made 

of graphs for elucidatin the results obtained. 

Management of the Experiment'l Flock 

All the ewes were subject to the same nutritional 

arid climati condiions. hey were run together at all 

times save durin a short period durin the latter part 

of the 1&iibin season then ewes with older lambs were 

moved to pasture to alleviate barn space. 2he feeding 

and climatic conditions were considered random and free 

from bias, thus the differences exhibited by these sheep 

were differences due to breed, to individual ewe producti- 

vity and to such environmental factors as sex, type of 

birth and age. 

The experimental year hean on September 10 in both 

years with the beginningor xeeding season. The ewes 

had been flushed with one-third of a pound of an oats- 

barley mix prior to breedin and were fed thus durirì the 

breeding season. During the breeding season of l91, pen 

breeding was practised. The ewes were allowed to pasture 

during the day and were turned in to their respective rams 

each evenin. The Suffolk rams required 1.13 estrous 

periods per conception, while one outhdown ram thOUjh a 

proven sire failed to breed and the other required 2.3 

estrous periods per conception. The latter outhdown was 
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left with the riock 1 days longer than the Suffoiks. The 

¿)-day breeding season did not allow time to obtain another 
ram for valid comparison after the sterility of the one 

ranì was confirmed. The owes allotted to thia rani were 

excluded from the experixnont during that year's comparison. 

During the breeding season of 192, vasectomizod rams 

were employed ta observe ewes in heat and "controlled or 
hand" rnatin was practised. This provided an accurate 
observation of broedin behavior of the rains. The concep- 
tion rate was similar and likewise the larnbin dates of 
ewes bred to both breeds, however, gerally speaking the 
outhdowns were slower breeders. 

The ewes were tagged, or crutched, about six weeks 

prior to the beginning of lambins and were 4ven grain and 

hay be4nning about a month before the first lamb was 

expected. Feeding, thus, was continued until March 1 to 
iarch 1. In all, each ewe received from 30 to ) pounds 

of the oat-barley mix and 22 pounds of hay per year in 
addition to natural pasture. A pheriothiazine-salt mixture 
was available eo the ewes at all times to ìniniuüze interna? 
parasites. 

bach ewe had a flock number and was identified by a 

metal tag in each ear. As soon as a ewe was observed to 
have lambed, the lamb was also ear-taed, and its birth 
weiht recorded to the nearest onetenth of a pound. 
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Docking and castration of male lambs waE then done with 

rubber rings, and the umbilical cord was disinfected. 

The ewe and her lamb(s) were confined to a 3 x L. enclosure 

to 'xnother up" for a period of 12 to 36 hours depending 

on the strength of the lamb. assistance was given in all 

cases of dystocia. 

As soon as the latnbs were deemed strong enough they 

were moved to pasture. The flock was rotated frani pasture 

to pasture in such a manner that the lambs and ewes were 

on the most luxurient pastures at all times. Durin, the 

growin, season of 192, the lambs were weihed on the 

portable scales described by McLeroy (61, p.L.7) each time 

they were moved from a pas curo and at weaning In 1953, 

the lambs were Weighed as rapidly as possible each atur- 

day morning to obtain growth rates by weeks. It was felt 

that no deleterious effect was imposed on the lambs as 

they were weighed quickly and quietly. 1ain disrupted the 

weighing schedule one Saturday during the latter weeks and 

consequently dissipated the data to be used in plotting 

growth curves past the thirteenth week. 

The lambs were weaned as they reached top condition 

and/or heavy market weihts, They were moved out in three 

f;roups at weekly intervals bo$nning June 1. A committee 

of three judges placed scores for condition and conforma- 

tion on each lamb. eariing weihts were taken immediately 
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prior to moving the lambs to market. Carcass rad1ng was 

done by a Federal grader. 
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AN.LYSIS AND RrSULTS 

The income from the lambs marketed from the experi- 
mental flock was found to comprise 86 percent of the 
total income as contrasted with 114. percent from wool. 

The analysis, therefore, concerns itself only with factors 

important to the production of lamb. The analysis of 

potential differences in growth rates was conducted on 

lambs alive at weaning with no reard for mortality 

within subgroups which may have occurred prior to weaning. 

Hence, the study is one of differences in relative rowth, 
fatness and birth weight of lambs and of the effect of 

some environmental factors on these production character- 

stics, 

ihe least squares method of estimation was used in 

the anilysis of the data. Each observation for weaning 

woiht, condition score and birth weight was assumed to 

be the sum of the influences or effects of the identifiable 
variables as follows in an example for weaning weight: 

eanin eight general mean sire breed effect ewe 

breed effect + sire breed x ewe bieed interaction 
effect + birth type effect + sex effect + birth type 

x se interaction effect + effect peculiar to each 

i azrib, 

ihis lineir combination of effects is referred to hereafter 

as the mathematical model. 



The enera1 mean of the mathematical model includes 
in its basis the fundamental likeness of the observations, 
due to the fact that all animals were of the same genus 
and species and were grown in the same eneral environ- 
ment. Superimposed upon the eneral mean are other factors 
whuich are not alike for all lambs. Potential breed effects 
are perhaps due to differences in metabolic and physio- 
loioal patterns and, hence, to differences in rates of 
maturity. Type of birth affects lamb growth perhaps 
through linitation of intrauterine food supply and through 
limitation of milk supply so vital to growth after birth. 
Lambs were classified as wethers or ewes to measure sex 
differences in this study. ihe effects peculiar to the 
individual lamb included such effects as individual ewe 

productivity and accidents or other environmental in- 
cidents not measurable for analysis. 

Restrictions are imposed upon the mathematical model, 
in that the effects of lambs which are from Suffolk sires, 
Hampshire, border Leicester or Cheviot-cross ewes, wethers, 
or born as singles are indicated by constants representing 
deviations from the g eneral mean. The affect of the con- 

tinuous variable represents the averae change in the 
dependent variable for each unit of change of the in- 
dependent continuous variable. Furthernore, no constants 
were obtainèd to measure the effect of lambs which are 



from South:own sires, Romney-cross darns, t1ns or ewe since 

the general mean includes the estimate of the average 

Southdown, Rornne-cros, twin, ewe lamb, irrespective of 

birth we1ht which is the only continuous independent 

variable in this analysis. The constunts estimated 

represqnt deviations from the general mean which must be 

added to or subtracted from it (depending on their sign) 

to estimate a iven valuo. or example, the most effi- 

dent, unbiased estimate of the w-anin welht of a 

Southdown sired, 1omney-cross, twin, ewe lamb with a 7.5 

pound birth weibt would be as follows: 

Estimated eaning weight general mean + 7.5 (regression 

coefficient of weaning weight on birth weight); 

whereas, the most efficient estimate of the weaning weight 

of a Suffolk sired, k3order Leicester-cross, single, wether 

lamb with a 9.0 pound birth weight would be: 

Estimated eaning eight general mean 4 constant for 

Suffolk f constant for Border Leicester t constant for 

Suffolk x Border Leicester Interaction + constant for 

single 4 constant for wether + constant for singlo x 

wether Interaction + 9.0 (regression coefficient of. 

weaning weight on birth weight). 

A test of significance for each of the constants necessi- 

tated obtaining the standard errors of the estimates: 

whereas a test of significance of the differences between 
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ewe breeds entailed fina1n the differences between 

estimates and also the standard errors of the differences 

between estimates. An understanding of the niathematical 

model Is imperative for under5tanding this ana1ysis The 

number of lambs weaned are listed in table i according 

to their v&&rious classifications. 
Weaning eiht 

Lambs from each of the ewe-breed croases and sired by 

Suffolk or Southdown rams are shown in fiures 14. and . 

These lambs represented the more outstandin lambs from 

each roup rather than an average lamb. 

The average age of the lambs at weaning was approxi- 
mately 120 days. The lambs were dropped over a 14.0-day 

period and were not weaned at a constant age. Previous 

plottin . of individual lamb weights indicated that uMer 
the existing environmental conditions the lamb growth 

was linear up to 135 days. The individual lamb wei:t 
was corrected to 120 days of age by use of the following 
equation: 

C. s (Actual weight - birth weiht)l20 + Birth weight 
Actual age 

i Corrected weight 

stimates of the deviations, from the mean weaning 

weight of the mathematical model, of the breed groups 

and environmental effects ignoring birth weight are 



TABLE i. Numbers of Lambs eaned, Assembled According to Year, Breed and Top-cross 
of Ewe, Breed of Sire, Sex and Type of Birth 

Suffolk Southdowri 
Sired 

. 

Sired ethers Ewe s 
. £wins Singles 

1952 
First Cross Ewes 

Hampshire 5 7 6 9 
B. Leicester U 6 8 9 10 7 
Cheviot 10 7 9 8 8 9 
Romney 10 7 6 Ii 10 7 

Second Cross Ewes 
Hampshire 13 6 9 10 iL'. 5 
B. Leicester 10 3 ¿ 9 6 7 
Cheviot 10 L1. 9 1. 10 
Roniney 9 2 L1 7 2 9 

1953 
Cross Ewes 

Hampshire 12 12 11 13 17 7 
B. Leicester 12 12 13 U 17 7 
Cheviot 11 11 10 12 12 10 
Romney 8 9 9 8 9 8 

Second Cross Ewes 
Hampshire 10 9 5 iL 10 9 
B. Leicester 10 8 U 7 10 8 
Cheviot 9 10 9 10 6 13 
iomney 8 6 10 2 12 
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proented. in table 2, and in table 3 with birth weiaht 

aduted. The difference in weights hetweoì the Sufo1k 

and Eouthdown sired lambs which was depleted In figure 6 

was significant In one analysis of the four when birth 

weij,ht was ignored and was si'nificant within the second- 

cross ewe group when birth weights were adjusted. The 

overall tendency favored the Suffolk rams as sires of 

heavy lambs. ihis tondency was also apparent when the 

various breeds of ewe wore mated to Suffolk sires. There 

was no difference in mortality of lambs nor lambing per- 

centaee of ewes bred to Suffolk r&îis from those bred to 

Eouthdowns. hen a comparison was made of pounds of lamb 

marketed (uncorrected for a e or other factors), the 

Suffo1ksired lambs averaged l pounds heavier than the 

Southdown-sired lambs. (fIgure 12, part 1) 

The hampshire and border Leicester-cross ewes tended 

to produce somewhat faster growing lambs of the breeds 

compared (tables 2 and 3. The hampshire crosses parti- 

cularly produced faster growing lambs than did the Cheviot 

and Romney-cross ewes. There was no significant difference 

in the growth rates ol' Cheviot and Romney-cross lambs In 

any case. 

The general tendency of the ewe breeds was to produce 

slightly heavier lambs at birth and weaning when mated to 

Luffolk rams. Nevertheless, these tendencies lacked 



Hampshire-Cross 

Cheviot-Cros s 

Border Leicestep-Cross 

FIGURE L An Example of the More Outstanding Lambs from the Four 
Breed Crosses of iwes Bred to SufÍolk Earns 



Hampshire Cros s 

Cheviot-Cross 

Border LeicesterCross 

Romney -Cros s 

iIGUR. An Example of the More Uutstandin Lamos from the Four 
Breed Crosses of Ewes Bred to outhdown Rams 



TABLE 2 Summary of Analyses of Variance (1), Estimates (with other variables adjusted) 
of Deviations from the iean eaning eiht of the iïathemat1cal Model Inorth Birth 
eight (2) and Ûiffererices Between Deviations, from the Mean, tmon Ewe Breods (3) 

. 

l952 l93 
source 1irst Cross Second Cross Jirt Cross Second Cross 

Sum Degrees Sum De,rees Sum Decrees Sum Degrees 
of of of of of of of of 

ti) squares Freedom Squares Freedom Squares Freedom Squares Freedom 
Iota? 17,311. 65 8,62)j. E6 12,101. Sb 12,6L6. 69 
eress1on 10,670. 9 3,89l. 9 7,710. 9 ,829. 9 

kieslcival ô,2. 6 L,733. L1 ,391. 77 3,a07. 60 
h2 ___ .61 .614e 

(2) . 

eneral ien 6?.19 * J..9Q 6.1] t 77 S9.58' t 2.8L. 16.71. ± 

uf1olk '.Ob -1.88 1 /S8d ¿9 ± 3,5 12. 3 Ì 

hampshire o.65 t ¡.]J.. .98 t 8.56 ± 2.bf l?.40 ± 49 
£. Leicetsr 1.25 ± i.8, ± j7 t 333 ± 

Chev ot * -l.Ob 6.714. .3i1 ± 34O .7 t 

H3çS4 -.6 t i.e!4. ± 9.t2 l.'2 p3.17 .19 
j3 -x ;e7 t 7.L ;i.;)7 ± 1O..78 8.t2 f ¿+.u: ..].2.L.6 t 

C xS 2.lu t u.j8 7.L!, 2 ,93 .00 t L..9O 3.29 t 

bin,les 17.'37 ± ].7O ± ..O5 16.28 t 17.83 
ether -;.i i L.io 1.39 t 6.oi ± .Ob L.93 j.29 
inle ').3, b.O 3.38 ± .22 -1.38 t 3.)8 ..OLj. ± 

h minus BL 5.L f 6.77 -.85 7.i 7.16k + 2.2 0.90 ± 

1 minus C 2.6 t o.97 -.o8 ± ¿'.01 6.1! 2.ol 12.83 1 

L minus C -2.aL. t 6.Li2 -.17 ± ßj9 l.O2 ± 1.13' 3.82 
FIxS minus LxS -3.7 o.17 ± 9.13 -6.70 t 2.i9 t 

hxb minus Cx -3.06 ± 7.91 -3.08 ± ?.l 6.JO t 5.1) 
bLXS minus Cx .u9 t 7.35 2.22 t j.L2 ± -12.?5 
.- Sinific&nt at L-' U.05 &ultiple correlation coefficient 
2 Includes estimate for Southdown, Romney, tin, ee lamb 
3 lianioshire L. Sufrolk 5 Border Leicester 6 Cheviot 



TABLE 3 Summary of Analyses of Variance (1), Estimates (with other variables adjusted) 
of Deviations from the Mean eanin ìeiht of the Mathematical Model Adjusted for ßlrth 
%eight (2) and Differences Between Deviations, from the Mean, Among Ewe Breeds (3) 

c 
l92 1953 

ource First Cross econd Cross irst Cross Second Cross 
Sum Degrees Sum Legrees Sum egrees Sum Deroes 
of of of of of of of of 

(1) quares Freedom Squares reodom quares Iroedom Squares Freedom 
Total 17,311. 65 8,621k. 57 12,101. 86 l2,6t6, 69 
Rebression 11,788. 10 6,623. 11 8,4.28. 10 9,912, 10 
Residual 100, 5 1,996, 1..6 3,?3. 76 2,735. 59 
12- .68.* 77' 
( 2J 
General Mean2 L4.l7* 4 79 9.02 8.8 ti0.2O 2 23.0v 6.02 
Suffolk -3.0 t .31 l.5.61' t 55 -i.16 ± 3.39 11.33* j 372 
Hampshire -1.57 6.97 ll.88 t 5.79 2.11 t 3.11 12.83 ± 3.82 
B. Leicester t 5,5L1 .76 ± 6.22 i.6i t 3.1 9.89e k 
ChevLot -1.80 t 5.27 6.90 t ,83 1,L7 2 ?.14 3.7L. t 35 
H3;SL4 8.Sr 8.23 -.Li2 .i6 l2,28 t _5, 2 .95 

BrS 3.22 7.23 .25 t 7.O 6.38 i io.L t 

C x 10.02 t 6.22 -5.91 t 1.05 ± -.32 i 5.01 
Sin1es 8.79 L.89 1.68 ± 3.21 ii.L ± 2.57 11.96k 2.75 
ethers -7.07 1 3.86 -.2.9 ± 3.09 3,83 i 1.99 2.36 i 2.86 
Sin1e ethers 8.53 t 5.98 6.4.1 L.10 .57 t 3.16 2.89 i 3.,6 
birth Veight .71 t 1.05 .96 ± .76 2.5O t .65 3.05' * .63 

b3minus L t ô.2 1I.12 t .I6 3.72 i 2.59 2.9k ± 3,5 
H minus C .23 6d45 L,..98 t )+,61 .6. t 2.93 9.09e 3.31 
3L minus C ¿4.e35 ,.99 o.iL t .5o .00 i 2.9 6.15 i .61 
hxb mtnß LxS .3 t 7.89 .67 t 6.18 t L.ot 1.82 2 

11x8 minus CxS -l.15 t 7.5v -.L9 * 5h33 1l.23 k L.1O -5a32 
hLxS minus CxS l.0 * 7.2u 5.66 t 6.31 5.78 t .i -10.)4 t L.7l 

fÇ Sinifieant at P 0.05 ultiple corre? n eificient 
2 ibid. 3 ibid. L ibid. 5 Ibid. 6 ibid. 



siriif1cance, One wou1 expect little difference in the 

relative growth rates of lamb8 from the various owe breeds 

after see1n.; their similarity in fiure 7. This method 

of evaluation points out the merit of the averaçe lamb 

of the breed rather than the breed merit since no account 

is made for lambing pereerit8e, mortality, nor produotion 

per hundred weight of owe. The growth rates of lamb based 

on pounds of lamb per ewe bred are shown In f1ure 8 for 

the various breeds of ewe. Ihis ¿raph takes into account 

differences In lambing percentae between . breeds and if 

converted to dollars and cents would depict the relative 

differences in return por ewe. In figure lo the lambing 

percenttges and mortalit Dercentaes are shown. The 

lambing percente was based on the ratio of lambs born to 

the number of ewes bred wbi1e mortality was figured on 

the percentage of total lamb drop. lt is suggated that 

differences do exist between the breed crosses of ewe 

when larnblng percentage and mortality are taken Into 

consideration, which do not show when the measurement of 

production is made solely on the average live lamb. The 

pounds of marketable lamb produced by the various ewe 

breeds are sXiown in f1ure 11. These fiures represent 

t:re actual pounds which would be marketed as returns to 

the producer. Death losses had been eliminated and 

lambing percentages were adequately accounted for prior 



to the 1amb' reaching this point. The Hampshire-cross 

ewes produced the greatest number of pounds or lanth per 

ewe and the komney-crosses produced the least of the 

breed crosses compared, 

?erhaps the most efficient way of measuring differ 

erices in producing abilities of ewes would be ori the basis 

of pounds of lamb produced per hundred-weight of owee 

This method would Interpret production relative to units 

of cost. It would perhaps provide the rriost accurate 

measure of heterosis. Ässumin that ewes consume feed 

in proportion to body weight or to a fractional power of 

body weiht, the ewes which produced the nost pounds of 

lamb per hundred weight (of ewe) would yield the greatest 

return per unit of cost, The prothiction per hundred. 

weight of ewe from the various breed crosses is shown in 

figure 9, Not only are Iambin percentages considered in 

these fiures, but also efficiency of productionis tsken 

into account. The Cheviot-cros ewes out-produced all 

other breed-crosses, followed br Hampshire, 1order 

Leicester, and Romney-oross when their production was 

measured as a ratio of their weight. A big portion 

of the differencs between the breeds lies in differences 

in fecundity nd lamb survival, however, the fact that 

the small Cheviot-cross ewe produced lambs comparable in 

size to those of the other breeds, in spite of her small 



L7 

size, indicates that her producing efficiency is superior. 

Birth weight ws the aot influential of all the 

genetic variables affecting weaning weight which were 

studied. The reression of weanin weLht on birth weiht 

wì8, in ali. cases, hie, h an1 sianificant. The rande of 

increase in weaning wei;ht varied from 2.>O ± . pounds 

to .9ô ± .76 pounds for every pound of increase in birth 

wejht. The lack of sinifieance in relative rowth rate 

of lambs of the vr1ous breeds, toether with the in- 

conaistency in the differences from one ., roup to another 

¿ifld the effect which birth weiht had on the breed 

constants indicate that the differences between breeds 

in we1Lht at weaninç are largely accounted for by differ- 

ences in birth weihts. The lernbs were grouped according 

to birth weight, disreardinb breed of ewe, sex, or type 

of birth for p1ottin fiure 13. The effect of birth 

weight on subsequent weints is quite clearly illustrated. 

In no case was there an overlap in the weight increase 

of lambs of a given birth weight and those of anathor. 

There was rio difference in relative growth of lambs of 

different birth woihts. The advantage enjoyed by the 

lambs which were larger at wsanin was one established at 

birth. The irnportance of birth weight ori subsequent 

eiJits suggests that in order to get large lambs at wean- 

Ing, the choice of breed may not be as important as the 



ability of the individuals within breeds to produce larbs 

which are large (within limits) at birth. The importance 

of birth weLht. was sufficient to eliminate the sif;nifi- 

canoe of the general mean in one instance (table 3). 

Lambs born as singles weighed, on the average, 17 

pounds more at weaninb than did those born as twins. irth 

type imparts the greatest barrier on growth of any of the 

measurable environmental factors studied. The comparative 

growth rates of lambs born as singles and as twins are 

illustrated in figure iL'. he difference between singles 

and twins was significant in all cases when birth weight 

was ignored. Single lambs were heavier than twine in 

l93 oven when adjustments were made for differences in 

birth weights. hen adjustment for birth weib tht was made 

on the l92 data the difference between singles and twins 

was eliminated. The growin - season of 1952 was more 

favorable for lamb growth than was thit of 1953 as can be 

noted in the general mean of the two years (table 2). 

A large portion or the variation in weights between sirgle 

and twin lambs is established at birth, denoting a 

limitation of intra-uterine food supply in the case of 

twins. NevertheleEs, these data justify the opinion that 

in a year of ,00d fora, :e conditions a ewe can more adequate- 

ly satisf' her maintenance requirements, produce a greater 

milk supply and do a better job of rearing twins than in a 
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poor fora,e oar. 

The comparative growth rates of wether and ewe lambs 

are presented in figure 15. The dii'forence in relative 
growth rato of wether and ewe lambs, when adjustment was 

made for birth weiIìt as not significant. V hen birth 
weijht was Ignored, wetner lumba wore sinificantly heavier 
than ewes in one of four analyses, the significance 
perhaps bein due to chance occurrence. Although a 

difference was graphically indicated between sexes (f i;ure 
15) the variation in the weihts, from which the averaes 
were obtained, was so great that the difference was not 
real. iurthermore, there was no interaction between birth 
type and sex in any instance. 

Condition 

Aithoug h the price realized from the sale of a spring 
lamb depends on a combination of weiht arid fatness, it is 
difficult to integrate both figures into one for purpose 
of analysis. :jj could be done by assigning a price to 
each of the market grades and conducting an analysis on the 

dollars and cents figures. It would be unreasonable to 
assume that the price spread between the rades would re- 
main stable or that the answers would remain reasonable in 

the event of an economic change. Thus the analyses were 

conducted separately and the integration was dono graphically. 
Constants were fitted for condition score b the same 



method as for weanin, weiht, The mathematical model for 
the analysis of condition score was the same as the one 

for woanin we1hts. Each observation consisted of an 

average of the condition scores assigned each lamb by a 

committee of three scorers. The scores ranged from 0.0 
to 50 and wore converted to a percentage of 100. A 

score of 95 or above corresponded to a Prime lamb, 90 to 

9 a Choice lamb, 8$ to 90 a Good lamb, 75 to 8$ a Utility 
lamb and below 75 a Cull lamb. The lamb carcasses were 

graded on the rail by a foderai grader. The correlation 
of condition score and federal grade was high but not 
perfect. 

The Southdown sired lambs scored significantly 
higher than Suffolk sired lambs only in one case when 

birth weight was ignored (table !.) and in one instance 
when scores were adjusted for differences in birth weights 

( table 5) . The tendency, however, was in favor of South- 

down sires. Iwes of the various breed-crosses tended to 

produce higher scoring lambs when bred to Southdown rams 

than when bred to Suffolka, Laîibs from Hampshire, Romney 

and Border Leicester-cross ewes by Southdown sires scored 

higher than those by Suffoiks, with the first two signi- 

ficant and the last lacking significance. Cheviot-crosses 

performed equally well when sired by either breed of ram. 

In fibure 12 (part 1), the percentage of lambs from 



TABLE L. Summary or Analysez of Variance (i), Estimates (with ether variables adjusted) 
of Deviations from the Mean Condition Score of the Mathematical Íodel Ignoring Birth 
eveißhts (2) and Differences Between Deviations, from the Mean, Among Ewe Breeds (3) 

Source First 
1952 

Cross Second Cross First 
1953 

Cross Second Cross 
Sum Degrees Suni Degrees um iegrees Sum Degrees 
of of of of of of of of 

(1) Squares reedom quares Freedom Squares H'eedom Squares Freedom 
Total 2,796. 65 1,833. 6 L..,36L1... 86 3,260. 69 
Regression l,830. 9 1,001. 9 1,667. 9 1L.O1. 9 
Residual 967. ó 832. L17 2,6Q7, 77 1,8!59. 60 
R2 ___ .65* .!13* 

12) 
General 1ean2 7l.3Ij t 1.87 8O.22 ± 3.30 89,35I * 2.23 83.36 t 2.90 
Suffolk 1.70 t 1.90 -.23 t 3.30 -9.67 2.78 .22 2 3.03 
hampsnire 13.17 t Li.20 t 3.9 .14 t 2.2 .99 t 3.13 
B. Leicester 7.9y t t 397 ± 2.6k 2.73 3.1? 
Cheviot 9.77 t 2.06 .78 ± 37 1.22 2.66 1.29 i 2.9L 
h3S- -8.85, t 3.2j 

t 
3.30 t 

t 
.5E 3.89 t 

* 
2.L18 -8.6 t 

± L.oi BJj2Xb -8.8 2.95 -1.76 7.80 3.80 -73 
C0xS -5.97 t 2.L3 .93 i 3.32 1 3.8L. -2.65 .O5 
Singles l0.26 * 1.72 5.22e t 1.70 .22 t l.1]. 7.l0 ± 2.02 
Wethers 

'5T3 
i.6 -1.3 1.5 .78 * l.o2 -l.t47 2.26 

Angle ethers 2.lq ± 248 2.06 ± 2.bl -i.o6 * 2.6 -.26 2.91 
(3) . 

H minus BL .23' ± 2.8 
t 

.10 ± 

± 
3.1 t 1.98 3.26 t 2.82 

h minus C 340 2.66 -1.58 2.9L. -.1 2.O L.70 t 2.63 
L minus C -l.ö3 ± 2.i+ .i.68 ± 33j1 *-S.26 2.1 l4Lj. t 2.67 

HxS minus bLXS -.07 t 3.23 .06 ± 33 -3.9l t 1.9 -.03 t 3.73 
Ex minus CxS -2.88 ± 3.lj 2.37 t , 7 * 2.05 -.8i t j.62 
bLxS minus CxS -2.81 ± 2.99 -2.69 ± L.02 k.L8 -5.18 ± 3.73 

Significant at P 0.05 u1tilo correlation coefficient 
2 ibid. 3 ibid. L ibid. 5 ibid. b ibid. 



TABLE Summary of Analyses of Variance (i), :stimatßs (with other variables adjusted) 
of Deviations from the Mean Condition Score of the Mathematical Model Adjusted for i3iri 
Weicht (2) and Differences Between Deviations, from the Mean, Among Ewe Breeds (3) 

1952 1953 
Source First Cross 50conr0ss First Cross 

- 
Secönd Cross 

Sani Dorees Sum Degrees Sum Degrees Sum Degrees 
of of of of of of of of 

(1) Squares Freedom Squsres Freedom Squares 1 redom Squares Freedom 
Total 2,796, 6 1,833. 6 L,363. 86 3,26Q. 69 

ReSression 1,633. 10 1,270. 10 i,68L, 10 1,370. 10 
Residual 1,].6. L6 2,679. 76 1,890. 

39 

General Mean2 
Suffolk 
Hampshire 
13. Leicester 
Cev ot 
Ii ; 

bJ)xS 
C°xS 
Sinlos 
Wethers 
Sin1e ethers 
Birth Weight 
(3) 
H minus BL 
H minus C 

BL minus C 
HxS minus BLxS 
iixS minus CxS 

76.29* ± 3.62 6.98 f L.70 93.05k f L.19 8l.0o ± .01 
2.27., t 2.I2 -1.30 * 2.914rn 10.ii1 * 2.89 1l t 3.09 

13.69 ± 3.17 b.96 ± 3.07 ..98 t 2.66 .88 ± 3.18 
8.io t 2.83 3.83 f -L.87 ± 2.67 2.29 t 3.21 
9.99v t 2.36 7.80w 4 

.3.30 
3.09 1.09 t 2.68 i.6o k 3.03 

t 3.74- -2.90 ± 359 7.i8 t 3.8 -847 ± L.l2 
-8.68, ± 3.29 -t1.i * 3,75 5,' ± 3.83 -7.t3 - .Q9 
-6.52 2 2.93 -246 ± j5 3.61 ± 3.88 -3.01 L.l7 
10.96' t 2.23 1.66 1 i,jo 6.01v 2.20 6.2' t 2.29 
-.30 t 1.76 -2.36 i i.t4 -J$ ± 1.70 -1.72 ± 2.38 
-.8O t 2.72 2.82 ± 2.18 .-1.39 t 2.70 -.28 t 2.96 
-.29 .8 1.51 t .Li t .30 t .2 

5.59 t 2.86 3.l;3 * 2.7I 3.89 t 2.I7 2.9L. 

3.70 ± 
t 

2.96 -.8L. 
t 

2J15 -2.0 ± 
± 

2.51 L.70 ± 
t 

2.7 
-1.89 2.75 -3.;i7 2.92 5.9b 2.6 .69 3.00 
-.87 t 3.62 2.06 ± ).28 .88 * 347 -.$Lj t 3.81 

-3.03 ± 3.L8 .37 1 2.83 ± 3.;0 -2.J*b t 3,73 
-2.16 1 3.33 -1.69 ± 33 ¿5 t 3, 4i..b2 t 3.92 

* Significant at P 0.0! Multiple correlation coefficient 
2 IbId. 3 ibid. L ibid. ibid. 6 ibid. 
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Suffolk and outiidown sires which were cIasified Into 

the various carcass rades are presented. These graphs 

represent the actual uiures without correction for any of 

the measurable varib1es, The Southclown sires produced 

30.1 percent Prime lambs as compared to 9.3 percent for 
Suffolk sires. In view of the fact that there Is no 

price differential on the existIn narket between Prime 

and Choice lambs, these two grades can be combined for 
comparison. Southdown sires produced 63.0 percent lambs 

gradins Prime and Choice ahile Suffolk sires produced 

7,6 percent Prime and Choice. A bi difference between 

the breeds lies in the percentae of Utility lambs; le. 
those not fat enough for s1auhter and needln to be 

carried throu,h the feed lot. Suffolk and Southdown 

sires produced 12.5 and 7.5 percent Utility lambs, 

respectively. 
As was pointed out above, a comparison of eIther 

weanin, woiht or condition without an integration of 

the two falls to ive the full view of actual worth of 

the breed, In figure 12 (part 2), the pounds of lamb 

(per owe bred) in each market grade are given for the two 

sire breeds. Suffolk sires produced .7 pounds more 

Choice and Prime lamb, 3.6 pounds more Good lamb and 6.3 

pounds moro Utility lamb on the per lamb b als than did 
the outhdown sires. hereas the greater percentafi of 



6? 

Southdown sired 1mbs graded hiher than the Suffolk sired 

lambs, the Sut folks had sufficient added pounds to dive 

them superiority. 

In l92, lsmbs from first cross Border Leices ter, 

Fia:upshire and Cheviot ewes and the second-cross hampshire 

and Cheviot ewes scored higher than lambs from Romney-cross 

ewes regardless of birth weiht, Lambs from Hampshire and 

Cheviot-cross ewes in turn scored higher in condition 

than those from " order Leicestercross ewes. In l93 

there was no sinificant difference between lambs from the 

various breed crosses. However, the general tendency 

favored the lambs from Hampshire nd Cheviot-cross ewes. 

The percentaes of lambs from the various ewe-breed 

crosses are presented, according to market grades or dead, 

in fiure 10. The percenta)es of marketable lambs were 

83.0, 90.0, 77.1 and 6.8 for the hampshire, Cheviot, 

border Leicester and Romney crosses, in that order. The 

Hampshire-cross. ewes had the greatest number of twins 

and consequently produced the hihest percentage of 

Good lambs. Nevertheless, the Border Leicester-cross 
ewes produced the most Utility lambs (18.1 percent) of 

any of the breeds, The highest mortality rate was in 

the komney-cross roup which lost iL.5 percent of the total 

drop and produced 17.1 percent Utility lambs giving them 

a lower return per ewe, 



The pounds of lamb per ewe in each market ¿rade from 

the various ewe-breed crosses are presented In fture il. 
The production of marketable pounds of lamb per ewe was 

86.L, 88.7, 77.7 and '2.8 for the Hampshire, Cheviot, 3order 

Leicester and Nomney-cross ewes, respectively. The total 
production including Utility or feeder lambs for Hampshire, 

Cheviot, Border Leicester and fiomney-cross ewes was 98.0, 

91., 9lJ. and 7.2 pounds per ewe, In that order. The 

production por owe was hi4iest for the Hampshire crosses. 
Although the total weiht of lamb per ewe from Cheviot 

and Border Leicestor-cross ewes was the same, the value 

of the Cheviot-cross production per ewe was hi;her since 
they produced 10 pounds more marketable lamb than did the 

iorder Leicesters, 
Lanibin percentae accounted for a large portion of 

the difference between the breeds in pounds of lamb per 
ewe bred, and mortality accounted for another large part. 
k..wes of Cheviot and Hampshire breeding reared more pounds 

of marke table lamb in the s ame po ri od of time than did 
the Border Lelcester ar Romney-crossos. Cheviot-cross 
ewes were the most efficient producers, on the basis 

that they produced more pounds of fat lamb per unit of 

their own weight than did any of the other breeds. 

Only in one instance, was the efrect of birth weight 

on condition score at weaning significant. Among the 
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socond.oross ewes in 1952, there was n increase of 

i.;i 2 .t4i points in condition score for each pound in- 

crease in birth weit. This could have been due to 

chance occurrence or to the fact that these ewes were 2 

and 3 year olds, and that those youn ewes which were 

capa1e of producin lambs which were heavr at birth were 

capable of supplying them adequate milk for finishin. 

In all other instances birth weiht had no effect on 

condition score at wLaning. 

Birth type had more influence on condition score 

than did azy other single factor studied. Single lamb8 

scored from S.22 1.71 points to 10.26 ± 1.72 points 

hiher than twin lambs, when birth weight was i;nored. 
iith condition score adjusted for differences in birth 

weights there was a significant difference between singles 

and twins in all cases except one The magni tude of the 

differences correspond to a superiority among singles of 

1 to 2 market grades. The effect of birth type undoubtedly 

accounts for the increased pounds of lower grade lambs 

from the Hampshirocross owes which had the greatest 

number of twins. 

There was no si)nifjcant difference in the condition 

scores of wether and ewe lambs. The eneral tendency, 

in all cases, was a slihtly hiaher condItion score for 
the females. In no case, moreover, was there an 
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Interaction between birth type and ex in condition scores. 
Birth eiht 

Estimates of deviations fron the mean birth weiÌit of 

a niathernatical model similar to that used for weaning 

we1ht and condition score were obtained. Iach observa- 
tion consisted of a webht taken to the nearest one-tenth 
of a pound very soon after birth of the 1aib. T1e constants 
obtained for each of the measurable variables are shown 

in table 6. 

The difference between birth weights of lnibs sired 
by rns of Suffolk and $outhdown breeds lacked significance 
in three analyses. A significant difference occurred in 
the fourth analysis in which Southdown sired lambs were 

heavier at birth than those sired by Suffolk rams. This 

situation seems unlikely and may have been due to chance. 
L ' he only other instance of consistent breed differences 
in birth weiht were those in which lambs from Border 
Leicester-cross ewes were repeatedly heavier at birth 
than lambs from Cheviot-cross owes, and lambs from 

Hampshire-eross ewes were heavier than the lambs from 

Cheviot-cross ewes when all lambs were sired by Suffolk 
rams. 

birth type, again, contributed the most consistent 
of all effects on birth weights. Singles were from 

1.92 ± .L8 to 2.tO .60 pounds heavier at birth than 
were the twins. The differences and standard errors 



TABLE 6 Swmiiary of Analyses of Variance (1), itimates (with other varIables adjusted) 
of Deviations from the Mean dirth eiht or the Mathematical kode. (2) and Differences 
;otween Deviations, from the Mean, Among Ewe Breeds (3) 

1952 l953 
Source First 

- 

Cress Second Cross First Cròss Second Cros 
um .Deiis Sum Derees Sum Degrees Sum Degrees 
of of ot of of of of of 

(I) Equares Freedom bquarea Freedom Squares 1reedom oiares freedom 
Total 267.88 65 lô2.Li9 57 198.08 8o 226.5 69 
Rere3sion 151.31 9 88.13 10 

L.7 

177.63 9 121.34 9 Ridual 116.57 56 7!.36 2O.L5 77 lO5.11 60 
R .56w 

.5w: 
* 5r 

(2) 
General Men2 7.Lj2 ± .65 9.2 ± 

-- 

.97 331 t .19 7.7? t .69 
Suffolk .68 ± .(6 -2.oO ! 99 .32 .2I. .Lü ± .72 
hampstiire i.üL. .9!i. 1,83 ! 1.07 .33 t .20 .22 .7t. 
B. Leicester .79 t 

± 
.85 .18 ± 1.19 .3 * 

± 
73 ± 

i Cevot ,7 
t 

.72 -l.3t. 1.10 -.Lo .23 .69 
H- S+ 
B xS 

-.t4b 
± 

1.13 
1.02 

j.57 
1.58 

± 

2 
1.18 
l.3 

.31 ± 

± 
3 ¿5 

-.66 
± 
± 

C 
.70 

* 2.2L. i 
.71. 

t i.18 f 
.96 

xS -,2 .8 .?6 33 .97 
Singles 2.LO i 

* 
.60 2.3v 

t 
.51 1.93 t 

j 
33 1.92 t 

± bethers ,5 .5;j- .67 .58 .87e 
t 

.17 .8!. 
± Sin].e ethers ./4.7 .do .5l .78 -.77 .iì. .05 .69 

(3) 
B minus L .25 t .90 _2.Ol* 4 j .17 1.22 
h minus C .31 ± .92 -.L.9 .6t 

73f ± .18 1.25 t 

BL minus C .06 
± 

.8 -l.2 ± 

t 
l.O .83' ± 

t 
.22 14 

i ffx minus bLx -i.i6 1.12 1.99 l.J4 4o c9 .8 

ExS minus CxS .06 t 1.09 l.3 1.00 t .18 -1.8 .8 

BLxS minus CxS 1.22 t i,o1. .bb i 1.20 .O .31 .89 

Significant at P O.O Lultiple correlation coefficient 
2 ibid. 3 ibid. L. ibid. 5 ibid. 6 ibid. 
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between s1n1es and tidns wero remarka1j similar among 

ewes of various top-crosses within years. An emperical 

explanation (sol1y from recollection) Is that the ewes 

were in hiher condition prior to the lambthgseason of 

1953 than in that of 1952; conseqienbly, the intrauterine 

environment must have been superior in 1953. lt was 

pointed out above, in contrast, that the ¿rowing season 

of 1953 was the poorer of the two and that the lamb weigbts 

in that year were below those of 1952. The feed during the 

pre-lambing season theludod fal1growth f orase and supple- 

rnentary hay and grain while the post-1mbin feed con- 

sisted of green crass alone after iarch 15. 

No consistent differences existed between the birth 

weihts of ran and ewe lambs. The trend in all cases 

was for ram lambs to be heavier. Significance existed 

in one cuse only. The interactions between birth type 

and sex were likewise inconsistent and unimportant. 



GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The ewes used in this study were unselected re- 
presentative crossbred individuals predominantly of 

Hampshire, Border Leicester, Cheviot and Romney breeding. 

The variations aion breed crosses were more apparent than 

betweEn first and second-crosses within breeds so that in 

most instances refereflce was made to the breed-crosses per 

se rather than to the top-cross within the breed. Largely, 
there was no difference in relative rowth of lambs produced 

by ewes of the various breeds, thus these data substantiate 
the findinis of f3onsma of South Africa (7, p.73). A 

largo part of the difference among these breeds, as was 

the case among those studied by Miller and Dailey (oO, 

pp.62-L.68), lies in the lambin percentage which they 
produced and in the survival rate which they maintained 

to woanin. The ¿rowth rate of the averao lamb and/or 
pounds of lamb per ewe bred fails to adequately show the 

relative merit of the various breeds. The vast difference 
in the size of the Border Leicester and Cheviot cross 
ewes, for exemple, is ignored in both cases. The con- 

elusion that their lambs were of equal we17ht at wean- 

Ing or that the pounds of lamb er ewe were equal is no 

indication that their producing abilities were alike. 
If one were to assume that the ewes of the various breed 



crosses consumed equal amounts of feed, rather than con- 

sumin; food in proportion to body weicht or to a power 

thereof, the above comparions alone would be sufficient. 

It was zhown aove that 3order Loicester and Hampshire- 

cross lambs were somewhat heavier at weaning than Cheviot- 

cross lambs but that the Cheviot-cross ewes produced a 

greater amount of lamb per unit of body weight than did 

any other breed. One is led to believe that the super- 

br production of the small-sized Cheviot-cross ewe is due 

to non-linear effects beyond those measured in these 

analyses. Analysis of data taken on a basis of pounds of 

lamb per hundred weiht of ewe miit yield measurements 

of effects of hybrid vior in these data in spite of a 

lack of comparison with the ori$nal parents. Vinters 

and co-workers (38, 2p.) have likewise asserted that 

production per hundred pounds of ewe is the most practical 

method of evaivatin production, 

The magnitude of the unmeasured portion of variation 



estimates. Nevertheless, the similarity of the relative 

growth of lambs from the various breed-crosses together 

with the large variation due to individuals is evidence 

enough tÌL.t selection of the individual high-producing 

ewes within breeds is just as important as the choice of 

a particular breed. onsma (7, p.65) found this to be 

the case, and; furthermore, he asserted that "this selec- 

tian could be effected by recording the weib ht growth of 

lambs from individual ewes." This is ifl line with the 

suggestions of Cadmus (13, 20p.) relative to the value 

and use of a record system in the practca1 livestock 

programe 

The differences among weights of individual lambs 

from Suffolk and outhdown, and of individual lambs from 

the various breed-crosses of ewe were largely accounted 

for by differences in birth weights. These figures aro, 

again, in accordance with the figures of bonsma (7, p.78) 

who ascertained that no difference existed between the 

various breeds on the basis of equal birth weights, nor 

when weib ht g sins were expressed as a percentage of 

birth weight. The rate of chane of 2.50 to .96 pounds 

in weanin w;iht for each pound chance in birth weiht, 

re;ardless of breed or environmental factors, which were 

obtained from these analyses aro distinctly in line with 

the findins of Csdmus (13, 20p.) end thillips and 



Dgwon (67, pp.296-306). 1irth we1gt, with rofererce to 

the effect it imparts on subsequent weithts, was one of 

the most influential characters studied. It is assumed 

that this character Is at least inpart under genetic 

control, Its effect was of greater importance than that 

attributed to breed differences, therein again danotin 

the importance of the lndividaulswlthin breeds. In order 

to obtain heavy weaning weihts in lambs, another eri- 
tenon besides the use of larger breeds is to use parental 
material which, reard1ess of breed, will produce larger 
lambs at birth. Various workers, l3onsrna (7), Hammond (27) 

and Pernil and Stoehr (81) among others, have indicated 
that the larger ewes are likely to produce the heavier 

lambs at birth, The effects of weight of ewe were re- 
moved in these analyses only inasmuch as they were con- 

founded with those of breeds. 
A certain basic efficiency difference disrearding 
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iomnoys. The uso of pro;eny tosts, of adequate selection 

cased on heritabilities, of individusì selection based on 

standard deviations or of selection based on specific 

carnbiniri merit should add consistency to the identi- 

fication of desirable parental material. 

iteal differences exist among breeds in the fatness 

which the lambs attain at cOmparable ases. Specific 

breeds of ewes produce fatter lambs from Southdown than 

frou SuIolk rams. In these trials, specific ewe-breed 

crosses, in themselves, tended to produce fatter lambs at 

weaning than did others. Cheviot-cross ewes produced the 

greatest percentage of marketable lambs followed by 

Hampshire, Border Leicester and fiomnoy-cross, in that 

order. This pattern of breed-fattening tendencies ex- 

hibitod by the ewe crosse are in perfect accordance 

with the figures of Nelson, et al. (63, Lp.) concerning the 

same breeds as sires of fat lambs, and with those of an 

early study by Horlacher in Kentucky (14, pp.140-199). 

hereas a comparison of outhdown and Suffolk breeds 

would indicate that early fattenin is an attribute of 

smaller anImals, this is not consistently so among the 

ewe-breed crosses. Moreover, t . irth weight imparted no 

i.nificant effect on condition score. The Border 

Leicester-cross owes were the largest but produced late 

maturing lambs particularly from Suffolk sires. The 
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Chev1ot-cros ewez were the smallest and produced the 

fattest lambs. Neverthe1es, Eampsh1recross ewes were 

second in weiht and ranked dose to Cheviots in fatness 

of ltirnbs when no corrections were rn&de, The Hampshire 

crosses were penalized in coniltion becauso of their 
large 

proportion of twins, and on the basis of equal lembing 

percent were not different from Chev1ots. This dis- 

advantage in condition which was suffered by the Hampshire- 

cross lambs because of the high lambing percentae Is 

excusable. However, the Homney-cross, the second smallest 

breed, proved to be the slowest maturing. Their lambs 

should have been fat since their lambing percenta;e was 

low, but their lambs possessed the lowest scores. 

ßonsma (7, p.8) asserted that milk supply of the 

dams was one of the most important limiting factors 

retarding potefltial growth of lambs, and the amount of 

food intake exerts a very marked influence on fattening 

at a young ago. Even while one keeps in mind that breed 

differences in earliness of maturity are existent, as it 

was shown by Wallace (86) that these differences are 

apparent in foetal life, individual ewes within breed- 

crosses were capable of producin hiJ scoring lambs. 

Such was the caso, most notably, when specific breeds of 

ewes wore mated to particular rani breeds; te, Border 

Loicester-cross ewes produce fatter lambs when bred to 



Soithdown thri when bred to Surfolk rane Similar to 

the statement of Hammond and Murray (28, pp.2L.3-21.9) 

"thsre is & particular weiht for every breed at which 

the fat, muscle nd borie aro ïn right proportion," there 

is a right breed of sire for each breed of ewe. SpecIfic 

cornbinin ability is important in fat lamb production 

as shown by fatter lambs from Border Lelcester and 

Hornney-cross ewes when bred to Southdown rafls. A general 

combinin ability was shown by the Hampshire and Cheviot. 

cross ewes to the extent that their lambs were adequately 

fat whetier sired by Southdown or Suffolk rams. 

The genetic contributions of the sire to his laxs 

are those of horeditar size and maturity. Tne role of 

the ewe is more extensive in that she is responsible for 

half the genetic size and maturity rate, for multiple 

ovulation, for maintenance of preancy and for provision 

of an adequate pre-natal environment and post-natal milk 

supply. Whereas the sire and dam equally contribute to 

potential size and maturity, the continuation of potential 

growth is hihly dependent on the dan. hile specific 

combination of breeds is important in growth and fatten- 

ing, the role of the individual withinbreeds is of no 

little consequence, Rigorous culling of ewes, within 

breeds, which consistently proce thin lambs, should 



eventually be rewarded with unifornily hi1sCOrifl lambs. 

Substantiation of this liez in konsrra's (7, p.103) 

assertion that 1arns reared by high producing ewes WerG 

in a position to promote fattening simultaneously with 

growth. 

The difference of 17 pounds in weaning weight and of 

to 10 points in condition score which was exhibited 

between singles and twins would impose a considerable 

restriction on the producer who is interested in a high 

proportion of twin lambs. There is ari actual difference 

in relative growth between single and twin lambs which 

is lare1y due to limitations in the environment of the 

twin. The enormity of the restriction among twins is 

such that they do riot reach maximum rowth rate until five 

weeks of age, according to liarnmond (30) whereas singles 

attain maximum growth rate during their first week of age. 

Ioreover, a large portion of the variation between twins 

exists already at birth. In commercial practice an added 

advantage should be obtained through supplemental (creep) 

feeding twin lambs, The gain should be three-fold: 

weight gain should be Increased; a higher degree of 

finish should be reached resulting in a higher market 

grade; and a portion of the feed would be saved which, of 

necessity, would be required to fatten some that would 



not be Lat enough to s1athter arid would requiz'e feeding 

after weaning. 

A1thouh there was a s11gbt tendency for male 1mb 

to b heavier at bixthand weaning than females euch as 

have been reported by Karam, et al. (), p.606), Donsma 

(7, p,85) and Phillips and Jawson (68, lBp,), the d1fter 

ences were not significant. Je1ative growth was alike 

for wether and ewe lambs. Castration of males, perhaps, 

lessened the chance for real differences between sexes 

as have been shown in sheep by Hazel and Terrill, (32) 

and (36). The tendencies for ewe lsnibs, in all analyses, 

to score higher in condition than rn lambs were not 

sinificant. 

One of the difficu1ties that arises with improving 

sheep through selection is the 1nteractin of such 

factors as birth weight and twinning on weaning weicht 

and score, Obviously, if one is to improve his sheep 

for fertility, rnotherin ability of the ewe, rowthiness 

and fattening tendency of the lambs, a seleøtion index 

must be employed. Care must be exercised to make 

necessary corrections for differences in environmental 

influences such as age of ewe, but one must avoid 

correcting out differences of a genetic nature which 

are factors which we are striving to concentrate in the 

flock. 



SUItJMARY ND CONCLUSIONS 

1. Mating to Suffolk rains resulted in a reater 

number of prenanie3 In the i92 triais than did those 

to Southdowr rams, Fewer services por conception were 

necessary, in both yeaxa, from Suffolk rains; consequently, 

the average weaning-age of Suffolk sired lambs was greater 

than that of outhdown sired laniba. Ewes mated to Suffolk 

rams marketed 3$ pounds more lamb per ewe bred than those 

bred to Southdovs. On a basis of equal ases, the ten- 

dency rar heavy weaninb weights of lambs favored the 

Suffolk sires, but the difference between Suffolk and 

bouthdown sires was not significant, Likewise, there was 

a non-significant tendency for ewes within the various 

breed-crosses to produce heavier lambs (on an equal a'e 

basis) from Suffolk than from Southdown rams. 

2, Southdown sired lambs showed a tendency to score 

higher than those sired by Suffolk rams. More apparent 

was the effect of these breeds on specific crosses. 

Combination of specific breeds is extremely important in 

spring lamb production. Nevertheless, among Southdown- 

sired lambs 30.1 percent graded Prime; 63.0 percent Prime 

and Choice, combined; 19.6 percent Good; and 7.5 percent 

Utility, Comparable f i;ures for Suffolk sired lambs were 

9.3, 57.6, 19.9, and 15,5 percent, respectively, Then 
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market grade and 1mb weight were 1nterated, Suffolk 

sires produced 5.7 pounds more of Prime and Choice, 3.6 

pounds more of Good and 6.3 pounds more of Utility lomb 

por averae ewe thon did ;outhdown sires. 

3. The averado lambs from hampshire and Border 

Leicester-cross owes were heavier than those from Cheviot 

and homney-cross eves. The lambing percentaes were l3L, 

127, 14, and 115 for Hampshire, Cheviot, Border Leicester, 

and Romney-cross ewes, respectively. ìiorta1ity was 

5.?, L.8 it4.8 percent for Hampshire, Cheviot, Border 

Loicester and Romney-cross ewes, in that order. A 

reflection of gross production from the various crosses 

may be expressed in terms of pounds of 1kmh per ewe 

bred. Mortality, lambing percentage and ¿rowth rate of 

lambs are thus considered. Tue production por ewe bred 

for each breed cross was hampshire 98.0 pounds, Cheviot 

91.5 pounds, Border Leicester 91.14. pounds and Romney 

75.2 pounds. y oxpressin production as pounds of lamb 

weaned per hundred weight of ewe, a net production esti- 

mate, which accounts for mortality, lambing percontae, 

growth rate and efficiency of production, is forthcoming. 

The rank of the ewe-breed crosses, thus, was Cheviot, 

hampshire, Border Leicester and omney-cross, in that 

order. 

L. In the l93 trials there were no differences 
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in the average score of lambs from the various breed 

crosses of ees. However in 1952, the lambs from Hampshire 

and Cheviot.cross ewes scored hIier than those from Border 

Loieester-cross which in turn scored Licher than those 

from the Romney-oross. Overall, the percentage of market- 

able lambs (Good or higher) of the total lambs dropped 

were Cheviot 90.9, Hampshire 83.0, Border Leiceter 77ml 

and Romney 6.8. The remainder of the total lambs within 

crosses either graded Utility or died before weaning time. 

Hampshire , Border Leicoster and flomney-cross lambs scored 

hither when sired by Southdown rams. Cheviot-cross ewes 

performed equally when bred to either breed o1 ram, and 

despite the Hampshire-cross lambs bein superior from 

Southdown sires, the Suffolk sired lambs out of Hanpshire 

cross ewes were above avorae. The total pounds of 

marketable lamb per average ewe bred were 88.7, 88.L, 

77.7, and 62.8 for Cheviot, Hampshire, border Leicester 

and tomney-cross ewes, repsectively. 

. birth weiht, with regard to the effect it 

imparts on wsaning wei t, was one of the most influential 

characters studied. There was an increase of 2.O to 

5.96 pounds in weaning weight for every pound increase in 

birth weight. The differences In weaning weights which 

existed among breeds were largely accounted Cor by 



differences in birth wej:ht. l3irth weight impa.rted rio 

s1knificant effect on condition score at weanin. A 

1are portion of the variation, moreover, was attribut- 

able to difrerenees amon individuals. Therefore, selee- 

tion of ewes, within breeds, which are capable of producing 

lambs that are heavy at birth and of affording thorn an 

adequate milk supply, Is equally as important as choice 

of breed. 

ô. Lambs born as singlo 4 were from 1.92 to 2.L1O 

pounds heavier at birth and weighed 17 pounds more at 

weanin than those born as twins. The limitation of 

nutrient supply which apparently is imposed pre-natally 

and the limitation in milk supply post-natally is res- 

ponsible for these differences. ethods of management 

should be practised to provide more suitable envLronnient 

to the twins so that they may express their full growth 

potential. 

7. No significant differences were apparent between 

sexes in any of the traits studied. Tendencies were, 

however, for wether lambs to be heavier at birth and 

weaning than ewe lamos, and for ewe lambs to score 

higher in condition at weaning than wether lambs. 
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